SECURITY MEASURES UNIVERSITY SPORTS
COMPLEX GUSB
RESTART FROM 06.07.2020
1. General: the gymnasiums and swimming pool must be safe infrastructures. Athletes should be
alert to their own health and observe the general measures under COVID-19. Athletes with
symptoms such as cough, fever, flu, nose running, shortness of breath, ... may be refused entry. The
basic rules are pointed out when entering the sports complex via banners, posters (Dutch / English)
and additional signage:
- Walking direction: keep right both inside and outside the complex
- Use the disinfectant hand gel when entering the sports complex
- Respect the social distancing rule (keep at least 1.5m distance)
- Respect the generally applicable hygiene rules (wash hands)
Additional cleaning and disinfection moments are built in according to the occupation.
2. Entrance hall
- Dispenser with disinfectant hand gel + signaling
- Entrance hall is not a meeting place and must always be evacuated as soon as possible
3. Cash desk
- Markings on the ground to keep sufficient distance when registering
- Contactless payment
- Magnetic cards are disinfected by the cashier
Every visitor must be registered before access is granted. Only the AUGent community can purchase
a single turns (with legible card). External parties can only use the swimming pool after purchasing a
multi-use card. Children under the age of 18 can only exercise / swim if they are accompanied by an
adult athlete / swimmer. For groups, the person making the reservation is responsible for all
members of the group. He / she ensures that all rules are complied with and must be able to provide
the names of the group members if this is necessary due to contact tracing.
4. Changing rooms pool
- 1st corridor changing rooms are closed, 2nd and 3rd corridor with direct passage to the cabinets
can be used
- Hair dryers: do not use
- Maintenance frequency is increased in function of the occupation
5. Corridors, stairs
- Keep walking direction right + 1.5 m away
6. Swimming pool hall
- Only lap swimming is allowed (except saving exercise
swimming as part of the training)
- No group reservations
- Children always accompanied by a parent
- No material is lent
- Lane 1 (can be extended with track 2): sports track (competition level)
- Lane (2), 3, 4 and 5: lap swimmers
- Lane 6: slow swimmers
- Never more than 2 lines in the bath

- Clear indication of the type of lane on the quay at the shallow end
- Everyone immediately enters the bath along the shallows upon entering part
- The quay is used as little as possible
- Grandstand remains closed
- The seating area must not be used
- The springboard is closed
- Max. capacity large bath: 37 bathers (= 1 per 10 square meters), small bath: 10 swimmers
- Swimming time limit: same as present (max. 60 min)
- All pool lifesavers attended specific Covid training in June
- Giving swimming lessons is not allowed (only possible in connection with training LO)
7. Sanitary / shower
- Swimming pool walk-through showers: just use, keep right
- Showers: max. 3 persons. Showers to be used are indicated
- Hand pumps with soap are provided in toilets where there are no fixed ones
soap dispensers
8. Dressing rooms side halls
- Keep the use of the changing rooms to a strict minimum in time
- Do not leave clothes or sports bags in the changing rooms, everything must be taken to the halls
9. Sports halls
- Ventilation is always on
- Loaned equipment is disinfected by the cashier before and after use
(badminton racket, football, ...)
- Rental only from 6 pm (after the end of the sports camps)
10. Sports secretariat
- Mobile plexiglass wall is provided
- Staff secretariat is responsible for regular disinfection where necessary
11. Patio
- Table tennis possible after 4 pm (use of sports camps during the day)
- Doors are always open
12. Dojo / Meeting rooms
- Stay closed all summer, use only by sports camps
(excluding possible teaching moments in connection with training)

